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EGG PRICES REVISITED

Lee F. Schrader, David A. Bessler, and Warren Preston

Abstract leads would be the more efficient reference
Recent egg price quotes are evaluated in price for pricing formulas. Bessler andRecent egg price quotes are evaluated in Schrader found evidence of both instanta-

a vector autoregression. The results indicate eidence t in
that empirical relationships observed over neous (Granger-type) causality and causalitythat empirical relationships observed over running from EMEC price quotes to the Urnerthe period 1975-1976 differ from those ob- running from EMECpricequotestotheUrnerserved over the period 19791982.5-1976 differ from those ob- Barry (UB) quotes one, two, and three quote

s d or te p d 1. periods into the future. Bessler and Schrader
Key words: egg prices, multiple time series interpreted this as indication that information

analysis, moving average repre- and judgment used by UB reporters did not
sentation, nonstructural model. serve to make the UB quote a better indicator

of the unobserved equilibrium price than that
paper reexamines relationships indicated by trading on ECI which was theamong alternative price quotes for eggs. In primary basis for the EMEC quote.

an earlier paper, Bessler and Schrader ana- Several factors have changed since 1977-
lyzed quotes issued by the Egg Market Eval-elyzed quotes issued by the Egg Market Eval- 78, the period analyzed in the original study.

uation Committee (EMEC) for Class In addition, new econometric methods whichgradable nest run eggs and those for "spot" are applicable to this problem have been
Grade A large eggs published in Producers' developed. Urner Barry's practice of chang-
Price Current (now called Urner Barry-s ing their quote level only twice weekly wasPrice Current), a private subscription serv- modified to changing the quote on any dayice. for which change was indicated by events.

The accuracy and sensitivity of price quo- EMEC continued the earlier policy of twice
tations developed by alternative means are weekly (Tuesday and Thursday) quotes. In
important questions in a market dominated addition, a number of nonobservable changes
by formula pricing. The EMEC price quotes may have taken place. The practice of daily
were based almost exclusively on open trad- review may have resulted in UB quotes which
ing activity on Egg Clearinghouse, Inc. (ECI), are more responsive to changes in conditions
a relatively new institution employing elec- affecting price. The Bessler and Schrader
tronic trading. The Urner Barry (UB) quote study, results of which were made availablewas based on a more traditional canvass of to UB, may have had some effect on the
egg marketing and retailing firms to assess weight given to ECI trading in the UB quote.
the price adjustment necessary to clear the The volume of trading on ECI has decreased
market. During the periods studied, Urner from 969 thousand cases during 1977 to 680
Barry price reporters had access to the details thousand in 1981. However, trading in-
of trading on ECI as well. creased again to 771 thousand in 1983. There

Where formula pricing predominates, the has been some shift in location of ECI trade
reference price quote determines transac- with a larger proportion of ECI trading by
tions prices in the short run. Eventually the firms located in the Midwest in the more
market must clear. If the quote does not recent period. Midwest firms represented the
reflect needed change, the formula differ- origin of 63 percent in 1982 and 56 percent
entials must change. Thus, it is argued that, of those in 1983.
if a quote produced by one means leads one There may also have been some shift in
produced by another means, the one which practice by ECI participants toward trading
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to influence price rather than only to acquire opposite of that found for 1977-78.
or dispose of eggs. Reluctance to trade at A direct Granger test was also applied. To
lower prices because of probable impact on test for UB leading EMEC, ordinary least
market quotes led ECI management to limit squares estimates were computed for the fol-
access to trading information to members and lowing models:
to end their support of EMEC in late 1984.
A subsequent increase in ECI trading seems q
to confirm that trading was affected by rec- (3) xt = a 0 + ' a, Xt + e
ognition of its impact on the reference quote
for pricing formulas. Trading or not trading and
to influence price would impair ECI's effec-
tiveness as an indicator of market clearing q q
price. (4) xt = a2 + Z a2 Xt + b2kYt-r + e2t,

Given the recent changes in the charac- j=l r=1
teristics of the Urner Barry quote and changes
in ECI trade, a reevaluation of the relation- where q was set at three and nine for separate
ships among the alternative egg quotes is in tests. If F-tests reject the hypothesis that all

order. This paper is presented as follows: coefficients of model (4) are zero and the

first, the original statistical methods (used by hypothesis that all the b2k coefficients are

Bessler and Schrader) are applied to more zero, causality from UB to EMEC may be

recent data. These data are then analyzed inferred. Such was the case for both three

using the new innovation (residual) account- and nine period values for q. An analogous
ing techniques of Sims. The paper ends with test for causality running from EMEC to UB
a few observations on the current relation- was conducted. These tests resulted in a fail-
ships among alternative price quotes for eggs ure to reject the hypothesis of no effect of
and directions for further study. EMEC on UB, a result consistent with those

from the cross-correlation analysis.
The apparent change in direction of caus-

ORIGINAL TESTS ON RECENT DATA ality revealed by these methods led to ex-
tension of the analysis to include the EMEC

The original analysis by Bessler and Schrader quotation for the Midwest (EMECW) as well
of 1977-78 data used both the Pierce and qotatin astern quote (EMEC ) used in the well
Haugh test and Sims' test. Both methods in- prior analysis. The perceived shift in ECI
dicated a substantial degree of instantaneous trading toward the Midwest and indications
Granger-type causality. Tests using both three tat ati to iuence price were concen-
and nine period lags indicated causality run- tate in asten tas sggested that EMECWtrated in Eastern trades, suggested that EMECW
ning from EMEC to UB quotes. might have become a more sensitive price

Data for 1979-82 were analyzed by similar cator thave becoe a e sensitive price
methods. Only Tuesday and Thursday UB ^e n two series simultaneously and themethods. Only Tuesday and Thursday UB indicator than EMECE. The need to deal with

more than two series simultaneously and the
quotes were used, effectively ignoring infor-
mation for the intervening days. In the first need to deal with the impact of contempor-
test, both series were prefiltered using the aneousrelationshipssuggest the use ofvector
following autoregressive processes: autoregressions. The periods of analysis were

also extended to include 1975-78 and 1979-
(1) X, - 1.23 Xt.1 + .19 Xt.2 + .14 Xt.3 82.

= 5.26 + U,

and INNOVATION ACCOUNTING FOR 1975-

(2) Y, - 1.48 Yt., + .53 Yt.2 = 3.85 + 1978 AND 1979-1982 DATA

Vt The innovation (residual error) accounting

where Ut and Vt are the innovations (resid- technique provides a general method for

uals) of the EMEC (Xt) and UB (Yt) series, analysis of dynamic interrelationships among
respectively. Cross-correlations of the two time series data. The Granger-type causality

innovation series (UB at t and EMEC ranging tests presented here do not allow the re-

from t- 27 to t+ 27) exceed the two standard searcher to make "strength-of-relationship-
deviation intervals at lags of 25, 12, 1, and type" statements at alternative lags. That is,

0. Thus, there is evidence of both instanta- the Granger-type causality tests allow the
neous causality and of UB leading EMEC, the researcher to say whether a predictive rela-
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tionship exists in the data or not. The in- TABLE 1. APPROXIMATE SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS ON LIKELIHOOD
t e RATIO STATISTICS ON LAGS 1-10 FOR THREE VARIABLE VAR'S

novations accounting techniques allow the ESTIMATED OVER 1975-1978 AND 1979-1982a
researcher to partition the uncertainty in each
series to past shocks in itself (its history) or Lag 1975-1978 1979-1982
to other series being studied. Under the head- .00 .002 .................................. .00 .00
ing of error decomposition, egg quotes are 3 ............................. 00 .01
modeled as a vector time series-one result 4 ............ 00 .09
of this study will be a more complete dy- ................ .10
namic analysis of egg-quote interrelation- 7 ............................ 48 .38
ships. First, however, a few "technical 8 .................................. .00 .03
thickets" on multiple time series will be ......... .. 1 46
reviewed. The reader who finds this sectionreviewed. The reader who finds this section The null hypothesis associated with each test is that
to be unclear should refer to Sims (or Bessler) the coefficient matrix at the particular lag length is zero.
for more details. Because the hypotheses are tested sequentially starting

A multivariate time-series model generates at one and going through ten, control on exact signifi-
cance levels is not possible; see Bessler for a discussion

a representation of each variable as a linear of this point.
combination of current and past innovations
(residuals) in the variables of the system. (the number of series studied in the VAR),
This model, given by equation (5), is some- and Et is the error-product and cross-product
times labeled a Wold representation (Bes- matrix for a tth order autoregression. Under
sler): the null hypothesis (that the elements of the

autoregressive matrix at period t are equal
(5) Zt = 0(L) st, to zero), the statistic is distributed chi-squared

where Z, is a stationary, linear regular random with c-squared degrees of freedom. Data from
vector of order c; e, is a white noise inno- two periods (1975-78 and 1979-82) on
vation vector of order c; and 0(L) is a square EMECE, EMECW, and UB are fit equation-by-
matrix of order c, whose elements are poly- equation by ordinary least squares regression
nomials in the lag operator, L; i.e., (see Doan and Litterman). Approximate min-

imum significance levels, at which the null
(-()-) (-, 2 ( -) . (- ) hypothesis can be rejected, are given in Table

(- 2,(L')-...) (1-0 2(L)-...) ... (- 2 (L)-...) 1. Both periods suggest an eighth-order au-
(6) 0(L)= toregression. All subsequent analysis will be

with respect to these eighth-order auto-
(-0L').. .Sregressions.

(-0()-..) (- 2 L)-..) .-... ) A standard test of the structural stability of
Under fairly general conditions, equation (5) the coefficients from the two-time periods is
can be well-approximated by a finite order rejected quite easily (chi-squared statistic,
vector autoregression (a regression of each Table 2, with 75 degrees of freedom is 139.74,
variable on past values of all variables in the for a marginal significance of less than 10.-6).
system). That is, the current position of the The test is on shift (dummy) variables as-
vector Z, can be represented as either a linear sociated with coefficients in each equation
function of past shocks in the vector of var- in the 1979-1982 period. Information on the
iables (a Wold representation) or as a linear differences between the two periods can be
function of past levels of the vector of var- obtained by studying the behavior of the
iables (as an autoregression), that is, as equa- coefficients equation-by-equation. In Table 2,
tion (7):

TABLE 2. TESTS FOR MODEL HOMOGENEITY ON EGG PRICE

(7) (0(L)) - 1
Zt = Et, RELATIONSHIPS: 1975-1978 vs. 1979-1982

where Zt, e, and 0(L) are defined as stated. Overalltest' Chi-squared (75) = 139.74
In applications, the order of the auto- Individual equationb F(25,775)

regression is usually not known and must be EMECE ......................................................... 176
EMECW ........................................ 1.48determined statistically. Here, the order of UB ......................................................... 1.24

the autoregression is selected using a like- aThe overall test is computed according to footnote
lihood ratio test - as modified by Sims (p. 18 in Sims (p. 17).
17). That is, the statistic (T-c) (loglSt-l b Individual equation F statistics are calculated under
-log I EJ) is studied, where T is the number the restriction that the coefficients of all lagged variables

do not differ between time periods. An asterisk indicates
of observations used to estimate the vector rejection of the null hypothesis at the 5 percent level

autoregression, c is the number of equations of significance.
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F-tests on the equality of coefficients between TABLE 3. CHANGES IN ERROR DECOMPOSITIONS FOR THE

the two time periods are listed. The F-test is THREE VARIABLE VAR OVER PERIODS 197578 AN
a test on the set of twenty-four slope shift 1979

variables-eight for each variable-and one- Dependent variable Price quote
and lag EMECE EMECW UBtime period level shifter. Note that the F- (listed vertically) 

statistic on the EMECE equation is the larg- EMECE
est-indicating that this equation is where 1 ............................... -. 02 -. 03 +.05

the most serious difference exists between 2 ............................... .00 -. 03 +.03

the two periods. In fact, using a usual critical 18 ....................... +.13 -. 38 +.25
value of the F-distribution (a = .05), the

EMECW
hypothesis that the coefficients associated 1 ............................... -. 00 -. 02 +.02
with the two other regressions (EMECW and 2 ............................... -. 01 -. 01 +.02
UB) are equal is not rejected (critical value 9.................... -. 04 -. 09 +.13
F (25,778) = 1.53), while the hypothesis 18 ...-. 03 -09 +12

for the EMECE regression is rejected. These UB
1 ............................... -. 00 -. 07 + .07

initial tests support the hypothesis that re- 2 - .01 -. 17 +.18
lationships have changed between the two 9 ............................... -. 05 -. 50 +.55
time periods.. 18............................... -. 05 -. 57 +.62

Some further evidence on the relationships aThe uncertainty in the dependent variable at various
among the egg quotes over time is given in lags can be accounted for by variability in lagged values

am canges inc eg uo r lime .is, Ti of variables in the VAR. These partitions have been
the changes in error decompositions, Table calculated over both the early (1975-78) and the late
3. The estimated vector autoregression is (1979-82) periods. The numbers in the table represent
written in its moving average form (or its the changes in the proportions attributed to each series

between the two periods. For example, EMECW ac-
Wold representation as in equation (5), Bes- counted for (explained) 38 percent less of the EMECE
sler). Following Granger and Newbold, the quote in 1979-82, at an 18-period lag. (The numbers
h-period-ahead forecast error variance of a in the table will sum to zero in any row.)

moving average process can be expressed as ever, if a diagonalization of V can be found,
an h-l order moving average process. For a which amounts to finding a transformation
diagonal variance-covariance matrix, the hth on the Wold representation, such that
period-ahead forecast error variance can be
partitioned into its component parts (that (11) o0 = OH,
due to each series). That is, the h-period- then the desired partition can be attained.
ahead forecast error can be written as: One matrix H which accomplishes this dia-

(8) s(t,h) = Z(t+h) - f(t,h), gonalization is the Choleski decomposition
(details are given in Bessler). That is, fol-

where Z(t+h) is the actual vector of Z var- lowing Sims, one can attribute contempora-
iables in period (t+h) and f(t,h) is the op- neous covariance among the components of
timal forecast of the Z vector in period t+h a multiple time series as arisin from one
using information available in period t. Writ- series
ing Z(t+h) and f(t,h) in their Wold-form series or another (innovations in series i cause

the following expression for the h- innovations in series j in the current time
p .gives Phe for s ern period). It is frequently not clear on the
period-ahead forecast error: ordering of the Choleski decomposition and

(9) e(t=h) =t+h + OIFt+h-l + 02ft+h-2 + results do change when different orderings
)+ e0 h)£ + (^ -r ^ -2r + . ^are used. However, the present study is in-

h-l + 1 ht + Oh+it-1 + terested in changes in the error decompo-
- 0hlt- 0 h+lS t-i- . sitions over time. These changes are much

h-1 less a function of the Choleski ordering (al-
= Y Ojt+h-j' ternative changes were studied and are avail-

j=0 able from the authors).
Changes in error decompositions for each

where 0o= 1. The covariance matrix of the series are given in Table 3. The influence of
h-step-ahead forecast error will be given as EMECW on itself, EMECE, and UB has dimin-
V(h): ished in the latter period. Note especially

(10) V(h) = E h( ' the rather drastic reduction in its influence
(10) V(h) = E (th)(th)'). on EMECE and UB at the longer lags. On the

Generally V(h) will not be diagonal, in which other hand, the influence of UB on both EMEC
case there is not an obvious partition. How- quotes has increased in the latter period,
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especially at the long lags. These results again Any such model will most likely need to
generally support the Granger-type causality include a qualitative variable (a (0,1) vari-
tests discussed earlier. able) to account for the earlier study by

Bessler and Schrader and its potential feed-
OBSERVATIONS back on the Urner Barry quote.

These results do not necessarily imply a
The reduction in the influence of EMECW diminished role for Egg Clearinghouse in the

on the EMECE and UB quotes at long lags 1979-82 period. They may indicate that ECI
perhaps reflects both a shift in the pattern trading information was being exploited more
of trading on ECI and a fairly continuous fully than before by the Urner Barry reporters.
increase in transport costs which allows for The results may also indicate that public
more independent price movement in the trading of a small volume is not an efficient
Midwest and Northeast. The increased im- price indicator once it is recognized as a
portance of the UB quote perhaps is a result major influence on reference prices for pric-
of the more frequent reporting of that quote. ing formulas. Unfortunately, the present anal-
The statistical analysis presented in this study yses cannot distinguish between these
identifies that a significant change has oc- hypotheses having much different implica-
curred in the structure of egg price quotes tions for commodity pricing institutions. It
over the period 1977-1982. Other research- is clear that changes in the performance of
ers may wish to go further and attempt to institutions do occur and that periodic reex-
model the structure of the egg industry and amination of previously established relation-
test hypotheses on explicit causal variables. ships is necessary.
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